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1. Students who are low (often strategic range) in fluency, but read 
with sufficient accuracy

2. Students who may be struggling with fluency due to lack of 
vocabulary knowledge/lower reading comprehension
a. students who are accurate, but demonstrating poor 

comprehension on “cold reads” task in curriculum
b. In Spanish you can have students who are accurate in 

decoding (especially due to transparency of the orthography), 
but don’t adequately understand the text they read.
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Select a passage that students can read at a cold read with 90-95% accuracy 
(instructional level) 

- attend to both what students can decode AND
- what students understand in terms of the word meaning
- If the topic is unfamiliar, the decoding and vocabulary level should be 

easier
- If the topic is more familiar you can teach more difficult decoding and 

vocabulary

Pre-Teach vocabulary explicitly and quickly
1. Teacher reads word; students chorally read
2. Student friendly definition (with visual or TPR)
3. Example & cognate/native language definition if appropriate 

Video 1: observe and note:
Partner 1: process 
Partner 2: active engagement strategies
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Make a Prediction
1. Read the title of the passage chorally
2. Make a prediction

a. Use sentence frame (written and verbally)
i. “I predict that we will read about…”
ii. “I predict that we will learn about…”

b. Meticulously model
i. Teacher says
ii. Students say
iii. Students write
iv. Students read

1. Students whisper read for 1 min timing.
2. Students record their words per minute score and graph it in blue 

on their fluency graph. 
a. Label graph with date



1. Explicitly teach students to identify words that they cannot pronounce (decode) or 
don’t know the meaning. 
a. Explain
b. Model 
c. Prepare students for guided practice step (next)

1. Students whisper read the text and highlight words 
they
a. Can’t read
b. Don’t know the meaning



1. Teacher reads by phrase or sentence using appropriate prosody
2. Students flag unknown words as we read them.

a. If meaning of the word is unknown: teacher fast maps for 
meaning 

b. If word is difficult to decode, teacher reads the word, fast maps 
for meaning if needed, students repeat the word 

Students turn to their partner and 
decide who is going first. 
a. Students partner read the text, 

switching turns at each period or 
ending punctuation mark.

b. If students finish, the opposite 
partner begins reading the first 
sentence and they partner read the 
text again.

1. Students whisper read for 1 min timing
2. Students record their words per minute score and graph it in red 

on their fluency graph above their blue bar
3. Celebrate growth



Video
Because comprehension is always the purpose of reading, it is 

critical to close a repeated reading task with a check for 
understanding.

Students could do one of the following to demonstrate 
comprehension of the passage:

1. Write a summary (optional: use paragraph shrinking; retell)
2. Apply comprehension skill or strategy of the week 

(with a sentence frame)
1. Answer comprehension questions



Tell the main character, the main problem they had 
and what happened first, next, and last.

“This story was about________.  
The main problem ____ had was ______.  
First, ______.  Next, _______. Finally________.”
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